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Academician Andrei Petrovich Ershov, an outstanding Soviet scientist, died 
December 8,lW. He was one of the USSR early pioneers in the field of theoretical 
and systems programming, a founder of the Siberian School of Computer Science. 
His significant contributions in shaping informatics as a new branch of science and 
a new phenomenon of social life are widely recognized in our country. 
A.P. Ershov’s research greatly influenced the formation and further evolution of 
the theory of programming. Together with his teacher, Professor A.A. Lyapunov, 
he initiated the formalization of the concept of a computer program and formulated 
main research directions in the field of theoretical programming. 
A.P. Ershov obtained fundamental results in the general theory of computability, 
theory of program schemata nd mixed computation. 
An operator algorithm, an important variant of the abstract machine, has been 
proposed and investigated by A.P. Ershov. This notion has been formed under 
significant pressure of computing practice and has common features with the 
structure of computers. In a review paper on computability in arbitrary domains 
and bases, A.P. Ershov introduced the concept of abstract computability, which 
provided a new approach to the research in the theory of computability. 
In the framework of the theory of program schemata, A.P. Ershov proposed a 
technique of gathering information necessary for equivalent transformation applica- 
tions. The underlying ideas of this technique formed the basis of an efficient method 
known now as program flow analysis. 
He formulated a complete system of Yanov scheme transformations, developed 
a memory allocation axiomatics and investigated the conditions of modelling the 
schemes over distributed memory by schemes over common memory. 
A.P. Ershov proposed the first formulations of problems of the theory of parallel 
and recursive program schemata which were later investigated by his students. 
Mixed computation is a new approach to automatic information processing, which 
allows general methods to be adapted to the special, predefined conditions of 
problem solving. Taking these conditions into account, one may solve a problem 
by means of a specialized, more concrete version of the general method, providing 
a method that is more efficient and requires less computer esources. 
A.P. Ershov proposed a general formulation of the mixed computation problem 
and introduced systematic procedures to obtain residual programs in imperative 
and recursive programming languages; he unified a number of former research 
approaches into a single conceptual framework. ISO, he discovered fundamental 
relations connecting two program execution paradigms, i.e. interpretation and 
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ccmpilation by ~IRXEIS of’ mixed computation, which resulted in the activation of 
mixed computation researches both in the Soviet Union and the rest of the world. 
In 1984 A.P. Ershov was awarde the A.N. Krylo v Prize for major contributions 
to the theory of mixed computation: he was the first programmer to receive the 
most prestigious mathematical prize of the USSR Academy of Sciences. 
Ershov’s book “A Programming Programme for the BESM Computer” was the 
first monograph on automatic programming in the world. His works on software 
engineering formed one of the main bases for this research direction in the Soviet 
Union. 
The ALPHA programming language arld optimizing ALPHA compiler, the first 
Soviet time-sharing multiprocessor system AIST-0, CA1 system Shkol’nitsa, elec- 
tronic publishing system RUBIN and multiprocessor workstation MRAMOR-all 
these projects have been initiated and directed by A.P. Ershov. 
Since 1959 Andrei P. Ershov was corresponding member of the Siberian Division 
of the USSR Academy of Sciences. He played a major role in the foundation of 
the NX3vosibirsk Co.mputer Center. In the 60s his popular lectures greatly affected 
the formation of programming as a profession. 
Due to his very broad vision and unique ability to see future perspectives. A.P. 
Ershov was the first man in our country who recognized the key role of computeri- 
zation for both sciences and society. He provided a plethora of worthy ideas which 
became extremely valuable for research automation, parallel programming and 
artificial intelligence in our country. 
More than twenty years ago A.P. Ershov experimented with new ideas in teaching 
programming in secondary schools. At first unrecognized, these attempts evolved 
in the concept of computer literacy and resulted in establishing courses on infor- 
matics and computing machinery in Soviet schools. A.P. Ershov was an outstanding 
organizer of and active contributor to many important international conferences, 
and also served as an editor of Mikroprotsessorn_ye Sredstva i Sistemy, Kibernetika, 
Programmirovanie (all in Russian), Acta hformatica, Information Processing Letters, 
Theoretical Computer Science, etc. 
In 1974 A.P. Ershov was nominated to be a Distinguished Fellow of the British 
Computer Society. In 1981 he received the Silver Core Award for services rendered 
to IFIP. A.P. Ershov’s brilliant speeches on both professional and general themes 
were always in the focus of public attention. Especially notable was his lecture on 
“Aesthetics and human factor in programming” presented at the AFIPS Spring 
Joint Computer Conference in 1972 which greatly influenced the world’s scientific 
community. His kind mind coupled with the remarkable powers of observation and 
penetrating analysis had a great impact on everything he was involved in. 
A.P. Ershov was not on_, lv an extremely gifted scientist, teacher and fighter for his 
ideas, but also a bright and many-sided per e wrote poetry, translated the 
works of R. Kipling and other English poets ed playing guitar and singing. 
e possessed the rare gift to care about the concerns of others. 
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Everybody who had the pleasure of knowing Professor A.P. Ershov and working 
with him will always remember his great visions, eminent achievements and generous 
friendship. 
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